Closing gaps in the human genome with fosmid resources generated from multiple individuals.
The human genome sequence has been finished to very high standards; however, more than 340 gaps remained when the finished genome was published by the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium in 2004. Using fosmid resources generated from multiple individuals, we targeted gaps in the euchromatic part of the human genome. Here we report 2,488,842 bp of previously unknown euchromatic sequence, 363,114 bp of which close 26 of 250 euchromatic gaps, or 10%, including two remaining euchromatic gaps on chromosome 19. Eight (30.7%) of the closed gaps were found to be polymorphic. These sequences allow complete annotation of several human genes as well as the assignment of mRNAs. The gap sequences are 2.3-fold enriched in segmentally duplicated sequences compared to the whole genome. Our analysis confirms that not all gaps within 'finished' genomes are recalcitrant to subcloning and suggests that the paired-end-sequenced fosmid libraries could prove to be a rich resource for completion of the human euchromatic genome.